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To visualize the electromagnetic fields, we have previously proposed a semi-analytical method, 
which has made it possible to simulate the complex electromagnetic field distributions not obtain by 
the conventional numerical schemes, such as finite elements and boundary elements means. 
Distinguished superior point of our semi-analytical method is that our semi-analytical method is only 
one way solving for the electromagnetic field, conducting and displacement currents simultaneously. 
In this paper, we propose a new semi-analytical approach to visualize the eddy current distribution 
in a two-dimensional plate, Successful result of this computation promises that eddy current testing 
may be carried out taking into account the displacement current, i.e., capacitive, effects. 
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Fig.2 Discretization of 
semi-analytical method. 
Fig.3 Equivalent circuits 
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合の周波数を 100Hz，10kHz，1MHz の電流ベクトル分
布を示す．また解析半径は 0.5cm とする． 
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